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Subfossil Records of the Arctic Fox (Alopex lugopus)
Compared to Its Present Distribution in Norway
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ABSTRACT. We studied the prehistoric and historic distributions of arctic foxes in Norway by examining material and reports from
archaeological excavations. A total of 44 arctic fox bones were found in 15 excavations,all of which were younger than 5000 years before
present (B.P.). Themajority of these sites was located within
or close tothe present distributionof arctic foxes. Additionally,44 naturally
deposited arctic fox bones were found in two excavations dated 36 000-28 000 and 13 000 B.P. respectively, indicating that the arctic
fox also lived along the Norwegian coast in the Pleistocene. No arctic fox bone was dated to the period 9OOO-5000 B.P., and the species
may have been rare or absent during this comparatively warm period. Since most bones (61%) were from the distal part of the limbs,
the foxes may have been skinnedelsewhere and transported to thesite of deposition. Bones from red foxes were found inthree excavations
within the present distribution of arctic foxes, indicating that the arctic fox was relatively more abundant than red foxes during the late
prehistoric and the historic periods.in south Norway, but less abundant in north Norway.
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RÉSUMÉ. On a &di6 les distributionsprdhistorique et historique du renard arctique en Norvkge, en examinantdu materiel et des rapports
provenant de fouilles archkologiques. Au total, 44 os de renard arctique ont kt6 trouvds dans des fouilles effectueessur 15 sites, et tous
les os dataient de moins de 5000 ans avant le prdsent. La majoritd de ces emplacements &ait situ& B l’intkrieur ou prks de la distribution
actuelle du renard arctique.On a en outre trouve44 os de renard arctiqueddposds naturellementdans deux fouilles datees respectivement
de 36 000 B 28 000 ans avant le prdsent et de 13 O00 ans avant le present, ce qui rdvkle que le renard arctique vivait aussi le long du
rivage norvegien au cours du pldistockne. Aucun os de renard arctique n’a kt6 datd de la pBriode allant de 9OOO B 5000 avant le present
et il est possible que l’esp&ceait et6 rare ou absente au cours de cette @riodecomparativement temp&&. fitant donne que laplupart des
os (61 p. cent) proviennent
de la partie distale des membres,
il se peut que les renards aientdtd dkpouilles ailleurset transportes B l’emplacement
où ils ont kt6 d6posds. On a trouve des os de renard roux dans trois fouilles il l’intdrieur de la distribution actuelle du renard arctique,
ce quir6vkle que ce dernierBtait relativement plus abondantque le renard roux en Norvkge m6ridionale,B la fin dela phriode prkhistorique
et au cours de la pCriode historique, mais moins abondant en Norvkge septentrionale.
Mots cles: renard arctique, renard roux, distributions prkhistorique et historique, fouilles archkologiques, Norvkge
Traduit pour le Journal par NBsida Loyer.
INTRODUCTION

The distribution of arctic foxes Alopex lagopus in Norway
is now limited to the mountain range that extends through
most of the country. In the northernmost part (Finnmark
county) arctic foxes are also found in coastal tundra regions
(Lilljeborg, 1874; Collett, 1912). In most parts of thisrange
the arctic fox is found in small numbers (Johnsen, 1929;
Frafjord, 1988). However, this may not always have been
so, and it is generally believed that the arctic fox was much
more commonin earlier times than at present. In the
16th century arctic foxes were believed to be so common
that “they are running in flocks” (Bernstrom, 1982:610).
When the fur prices increased from about 1870 and reached
a maximum in the 1920s, the intensity of fox hunting most
likely increased proportionately (Collett, 1912; Zetterberg,
1953; Chesemore, 1972). A rapid decline in the population
in Norway followed, and the species has been protected by
law since 1930.
The lack of recovery ofthe population has been explained
by competition with a recently increased population of red
foxes IhZpes vulpes (Frafjord et al., 1989; Hersteinsson et al.,
1989). The distribution and abundance of redfoxes in alpine
and arctic environments may be limited by the productivity
of the habitat, while the red fox may limit the distribution
of the smaller arctic fox (Hersteinsson and Macdonald,
1992).

Red foxes are presently distributed throughout Norway and
may even in alpine regions outnumber the arctic fox.
Productivity of the habitat is largely governed by the
climate, notably the summer temperature and the extent of
the vegetational growth period
(e.g., Thun and Vorren,1992).
The last glaciationin Norway, when most ofthe country was
covered by ice, extended to about 10 O00 B.P. (years before
present). Since then the climate has fluctuated, with warmer
periods succeeding cooler ones (Mangerud, 1990). Such
climatic fluctuations mayhavehad
great impact on the
distribution and abundance of arctic and red foxes in Norway.
In this paper wë study the prehistoric and historic distributions of arctic foxes in Norway by examining subfossil
remains. We compare this with the present distribution of
arctic and red foxes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Museum of Zoology, University of Bergen, is the
central institute for storing nonhuman bones uncovered at
Norwegian archaeological sites. Records of more than
800 postglacial findings and a few glacial findings were
analyzed by examining bones, lists, or available reports
(Helskog, 1983; Larsen et al., 1987; Gustafson, 1990). Most
of these were from the coastal region, as only a fewexcavations have been madein the mountain region. We recorded
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the site of recovery, numbers and type of subfossil bones
may havebeen transported longer distances by man, or
found, and the estimated age at the time
of deposition. Bones indicating a wider distribution
of the species during the period
of red foxes uncovered within the present distribution of arctic
4000-1500 B.P. The three items recovered at this site (one
foxes were likewise examined, giving some information on
mandibula, one tooth, and one tibia; Table 2) mayhave
the proportion of the two species. We also studied museum
originated from a single fox.
catalogues and reports on red foxes (Degerberl, 195
1
In north Norway, bones ofarctic foxes were mainly found
; Olsen,
along the coast of Finnmark (Fig. 1). One fragment was
1976) from some major coastal archaeological findings to
verify the extent to which this species was hunted
by ancient
excavated on an island in Troms (site no. 5) and may have
“Norwegians. ” We checked the identity of most arctic fox
been brought there by humans, or alternatively, the arctic
bones and some red fox bones
on their size and appearance,
fox may have had a wider distribution during 1600-1800
but the collection of arctic fox bones reported in Larsen
(350-150 B.P.). The fragments in Finnmark were found
et al.
(1987) was notavailable. Dating ofthe material is discussed within the natural distribution of the arctic fox. The great
in the variousreports, and some datings have been discussed distances between the recoveries in north Norway can be
explained by the fact that few sites have been excavated in
by Hufthammer (1982).
this region.
The few recoveries of red fox bones in the alpine range
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
is surprising. They were onlyfoundat one site insouth
A total of 44 arctic fox bones has been found
in 15 archaeo- Norway (26.1 % of a total of 23 fox bones recovered at this
logical excavations (Table 1); 17 of the bones (36%) were
site) and at two sites in subarctic north Norway (Table 1).
found at one site. In addition, 43 naturally deposited bones
The veryhigh proportion ofred foxes at site no. 4in
have been found at one site dated to 36 000-28 000 B.P.
Finnmark is interesting (98.6% of all fox bones). This site
(Larsen et al., 1987), and 1 bone in deposits datedat
was dated toabout 4000 B.P., a period most likely slightly
13 000 B.P. Both these samples were foundin the cave
warmer than the present (Vorrenet al., in press), which may
Skjonghelleren, but being separated by about 17 OOO years
have favoured red foxes. Larger scale agricultural activity
they are treated as two different sites (nos. 8a and b). Bones
in Finnmark started about 2900
B.P. (Vorren et aZ., in press)
of red foxes (148 fragments) were found at only three sites
and may also have favoured scavenging red foxes. Helskog
locatedwithin the present distribution of arctic foxes
(1983) reported40 red fox bones and arctic
6
fox bonesfrom
(Table 1).
site no. 1. However, we found only 4 red fox bones in the
In southNorway, half of the 12 sites where bones of arcticcollections at the Museum
of Zoology, University of Bergen,
foxes were recovered were located withinthe present distriand these had erroneously been identified
as bones from arctic
bution of arctic foxes (Fig. 1, Table 1). Four of the other
foxes. Thus, the red fox probably greatly outnumbered the
6 sites were located close to the present arctic fox distribution,
arctic fox at this site also. The red fox was hunted by man
indicating that the bones might have been brought down from
throughout the postglacial period and at some sites was
the mountains. The last two sites were the natural deposits
recovered in large numbers (Table 3). For example, at
at Skjonghelleren from the Pleistocene and one postglacial
FlatBsen-2,30 % of all bones identified were from red foxes
site locatedclose to Skjonghelleren (site no.9, Fig. 1). Only
and 19% were fromotters, Lutru Zutra,indicating that hunting
this last finding
may be surprising, indicating that arctic foxes for fur may have been an important activity of the people
living there.
TABLE 1. Bone material recovered at Norwegian archaeological
Most of the arctic fox bones recovered from postglacial
sites
sites were younger than 5000 years, dating from 5000 to
150 B.P. (Table 1). The latest Eurasian glacier reached a
Site
AF‘ RF2
maximum
18 OOO B.P., but melted rapidly from 14 OOO B.P.
4
4300-3850
1 Iversfjord
Kirkenes
2
Nyelv
3
Gressbakken
4
5 Kvalsy
Innerdalen
6
7VesleHjerkin
8a Skjonghelleren
8b Skjonghelleren
Sauehelleren
9
10 Skrivarhelleren
1 1 Nyset
12
Storhiller
13
Halnelegeret
14
Andersbu
15 Heinslegeret
16 Heisandtjsnn
17 Hsrestavkirke

Finnmark
Finnmark
Finnmark
Finnmark
Troms
Hedmark
Oppland
Mere & Romsdal
Msre & Romsdal
Msre & Romsdal
Sogn & Fjordane
Sogn & Fjordane
Sogn & Fjordane
Buskerud
Hordaland
Buskerud
Hordaland
Oppland
‘AF = Number of arctic fox fragments.
ZRF = Number of red fox fragments.
3FromLarsen et al., 1987.

1
= 700
2
5000-4000
4300-3500138 2
1
350-150
1
5000-3500
17
600-400
433
= 30000
1
= 13000
3
4000-1500
5
3700-2500
1
1500-1000
1
2500-1500
1
350-150
5
1200-700
1
800-500
1
= 600
2
800-600

TABLE 2. Types of arctic fox bone fragments recovered at archaeoJogical sites in Norway (excluding site 8a)
Fragments

6
Bone
Cranium
Mandibula
Dentes
Costae
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Metapodials
Phalanges
No 4information

n
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
17
8

Site no.
15
4, 9, 14, 16
9, 12
10
11
3, 4
3
5, 10, 13
9
2, 7, 10
7, 14

%

2.4
9.8
4.9
2.4
2.4
4.9
2.4
7.3
2.4
41.5
19.5

-

8,

6,

17
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FIG. I . Archaeological sites at which bones of arctic and red foxes have been recovered in Norway (left). Numbers refer to sites in Tables
1 and 3.
The present distribution of the arctic fox in Norway (right). Most arctic foxes breed in the densily hatched regions (from Pedersen and Ostbye, 1983;
Frafjord, 1988, 1993).

TABLE 3. Bone material of red foxes recovered at some coastal
archaeological sites

with a great expansion of glaciers in south Norway (Nesje
and Kvamme, 1991).The increased temperature since about
1700 (Nesje and Kvamme, 1991)
may indirectly have caused
Site
nI
DatedN2
(B.P.)
County
the reduction of the arctic fox population during the early
18 Lofoten
Nordland
5300-4600
62
1443
part of the 20th century through interaction with
an increased
19 GildeskAl
Nordland
< 3500
23
224
population
of
red
foxes.
This
decrease
in
the
arctic fox
20 Flathen-2
Nordland
2500-1400
412
1375
population was most likely reinforced
by human persecution.
21 Mkrekirke
= lo00
49
600
N-Trnndelag
22 Skipshelleren
1
13057
Hordaland
6000-4000
The subfossil bone material of arctic foxes mostly consisted
23 Viste
8000-6000
11
913
Rogaland
of distal parts of the feet (61 % ,Table 2). These small bones
In = Number of red fox fragments.
are more persistent than the larger leg bones are
andin higher
ZN = Totalnumber of fragments identified.
numbers in the living animal. In fact, the proportion of feet
bones is higher ina living animal than in our sample.
(Nesje and Kvamme, 1991).
The period 9000-5000 B.P. was
However, the small feet bones are unlikely to be found
comparatively warm, and the presently largest glacier
in south
without sieving of the material, which wasdone in only one
Norway disappeared completely during this period (Nesje
of the excavations (site no. 10, 2 mm sieve). Thus, many
and Kvamme, 1991). No arctic fox material hasbeen
of the carcasses may have been skinned before transportation
recovered from this period; thus the species may actually
and theymay not have been usedfor food. Oneof the earliest
have been very rare or absent during it. Red fox material
records of arctic fox hunting in Scandinavia is from 1500,
from this period has been found (Table 3), indicating that
when their furs (both blue and white foxes) were valued at
foxes were hunted by man.
only one-quarter of a red fox fur (Lundmark, 1982). More
As the temperature decreased2-3 "Cfrom about5000 B.P.
valued red .fox fur (apparently darker skins) was prized
until about 2000 B.P. (Nesje and Kvamme, 1991), arctic
2-5 times above that of an ordinary red fox and more than,
foxes may again have expanded their range. The Little Ice
for example, the skin of a cow (Vilkuna, 1982). Because
Age period during the 17th and 18th centuries was associatedred foxfur was more highly valued than that arctic
of foxes,
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FRAFJORD, K. 1988. Betraktninger omkring fjellrevbestanden i
red foxes were probably hunted more intensively. Thus, it
Ssr-Norge i perioden 1981-1985. Fauna A1:35-39.
is not likely that arctic foxes were selectively hunted in the
-. 1993. BlA, kvite og r d e rever:Fredelig sameksistens eller
mountains, although theymay have been more easily caught
konkurranse? Ottar no. 196:51-57.
than red foxes.
FRAFJORD, K., BECKER, D., andANGERBJORN, A. 1989. Interactionsbetween arctic andredfoxesin
Scandinavia, predationand
The proportion ofredand arctic fox bones recovered
aggression. Arctic 42:354-356.
probably at least to some extent reflects the relative abundance
GUSTAFSON, L. 1990. Bukkhammeren, en beverfangstplassi Innerdalen,
of the two species. Thus, arctic foxes were more common
Kvikne. Viking 53:21-49.
HELSKOG, E.T. 1983. The Iversfjord locality. A study of behavioral
relative to red foxes in late prehistoric and early historic times
patterning during the late stone age of Finnmark, North Norway.
Tromss
than at present in south Norway but may have been less
Museums Skrifter 19:l-162.
numerous in north Norway.Of 300 foxes killed in one region HERSTEINSSON, P., and MACDONALD, D.W. 1992. Interspecific
competition and the geographical distributionof red and arctic foxes
of Finnmark county during the winter 1880-81, 95 % were
klpes vulpes and Alopex lagopus: Oikos 64:505-515.
arctic foxes (Brodtkorb, 1914). Arctic foxes may have been
HERSTEINSSON, P., ANGERBJORN, A., FRAFJORD, K., and
numerous in Finnmark during the late 19th
century, but some
KAIKUSALO, A. 1989. The arctic fox in Fennoscandia and Iceland:
of the foxes may have immigrated from Russia (Brodtkorb,
Management problems. Biological Conservation 49:67-81.
HUFTHAMMER, A.K. 1982. Geirfuglens utbredelse og morfologiske
1914). Nodetailed
information exists on the present
variasjon i Skandinavia. Candidatus Realium thesis, Museum
of Zoology,
abundance of this species in Finnmark.
University of Bergen, Bergen.
Arctic foxes were likely common in Norway during the
JOHNSEN, S. 1929. Rovdyr-ogrovfuglstatistikken i Norge. Bergens
Museums Arbok Naturvitenskapelig Rapport 1929 (2):1-140.
interstadials of the last glaciation, when the region was not
LARSEN, E., GULLIKSEN, S . , LAURITZEN,
S.-E.,
LIE,
R.,
entirely covered by ice. The present population may be a
LOVLIE, R., and MANGERUD, P. 1987. Cave stratigraphy in western
relict from that time or it may have immigrated later from
Norway; multiple Weichselian glaciations and interstadial
vertebrate
fauna.Boreas 16:267-292.
the east. Both short- and long-term fluctuations in the
LILLJEBORG, W. 1874. Sveriges och Norges ryggradsdjur,I. Daggdjuren.
abundance and distribution of arctic foxes
are likely to occur,
Upsala: W. Schultz. 610-620.
due to indirect effects of climatic fluctuations on their prey
LUNDMARK, L. 1982. Uppbord,utarming, utueckling.Detsamiska
fhgstsamhallets overging tilrennomadism i Lulelappmark.Arkiv
or on the abundance and distribution of red foxes.
avhandlingsserie 14, Lund.
In:
Drivhuseffekten
og
MANGERUD, J. 1990. Paleoklimatologi.
klimautviklingen.Rapport 21/90, NorskInstitutt for Luftforskning.
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